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Abstract:
In many domains, patterns are a well-established concept to capture proven solutions for
frequently reoccurring problems. Patterns aim at capturing knowledge gathered from
experience at an abstract level so that proven concepts can be applied to a variety of
concrete, individual occurrences of the general problem. While this principle makes a pattern
very reusable, it opens up a gap between the (i) captured abstract knowledge and the (ii)
concrete actions required to solve a problem at hand. This often results in huge efforts that
have to be spent when applying a pattern as its abstract solution has to be refined for the
actual, concrete use cases each time it is applied. In this work, we present an approach to
bridge this gap in order to support, guide, and ease the application of patterns. We introduce
a concept that supports capturing and organizing patterns at different levels of abstraction in
order to guide their refinement towards concretized solutions. To show the feasibility of the
presented approach, we show how patterns detailing knowledge at different levels of
abstraction in the domain of information technology are interrelated in order to ease the
labor-intensive application of abstract patterns to concrete use cases. Finally, we sketch a
vision of a pattern language for films, which is based on the presented concept.
Keywords: Pattern Refinement; Pattern Application; Cloud Computing Patterns; Costume
Patterns
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1. Introduction
Christopher Alexander explains the essential characteristic of patterns by the following
definition: „Each pattern describes a problem which occurs over and over again in our
environment, and then describes the core of the solution to that problem, in such a way that
you can use this solution a million times over, without ever doing it the same way twice“
(Alexander, 1979). Hence, pattern authoring focuses on abstracting the essence of concrete
problems and solutions within a specific context to formulate reusable knowledge into
documents. Beyond that, pattern authoring is supported by systematic approaches, which
define methods to collect problem and solution knowledge in order to organize it into patterns
and pattern languages (Fehling et al. 2014; Barzen & Leymann, 2015). Such approaches are
additionally supported and eased by pattern repositories, which are IT-based libraries – often
realized as wiki systems – to author, store, edit, and search patterns (Fehling et al., 2015;
Reiners, 2013; Cunningham & Wehaffy, 2013). Such systems typically enable to interrelate
patterns with each other to form pattern languages that enable to combine patterns to proper
solutions (Alexander, 1977; Fehling et al. 2015). In summary, pattern research mainly
focuses on pattern authoring and pattern organization. However, detailed knowledge about
concrete solutions is lost during this authoring process as use case-specific details are not
captured by patterns (Falkenthal et al., 2014, 2015). While this principle of abstraction makes
patterns very reusable, because patterns preserve the so called gestalt of the investigated
concrete solutions, nevertheless, it opens up a gap between (i) the captured abstract
knowledge and (ii) the concrete actions required to solve a concrete and specific problem at
hand – as depicted by the abstraction gap in Figure 1: the abstract solution of a pattern has
to be refined towards the respective concrete use case each time the pattern is applied.
This gap of abstraction seems to be a domain-independent phenomenon due to the above
described characteristics of patterns, which leads to abstract descriptions of problems and
solutions within a context in any domain. The patterns of Fehling et al. (2014) are examples
from the IT-domain of cloud computing, which is a technology that enables to efficiently
share computing resources between different applications. They provide patterns, which help

Figure 1: Abstraction Gap
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to design applications in order to be streamlined for the technological possibilities of cloud
computing. In order to keep these patterns reusable in a manifold of use cases, they are
formulated in a technology- and vendor-agnostic manner. Thus, specific knowledge on how
to implement a pattern utilizing specific technologies is not provided in detail by these
patterns. Software architects are, therefore, not supported at designing software
architectures taking account of specific technological constraints, which results in a gap of
abstraction between the patterns and their concrete realizations. Hence, a software architect
has to transfer the documented abstract solutions of the patterns into technology-specific
designs ad hoc, i.e., without guidance and support by the patterns. This ad hoc refinement
requires either much expertise or immense efforts because additional knowledge beyond the
applied patterns has to be researched and adopted to the concrete use case at hand.
For another example, we can observe the gap of abstraction in the domain of costumes in
films in the pattern language of Schumm et al. (2012). These patterns provide proven
solutions in the area of the so-called vestimentary communication. Vestimentary
communication describes the communication taking place through clothes, for example, to
communicate a specific character trait by, e.g., the material or the color of the worn costume
to the audience. The costume patterns provide general patterns as well as genre-specific
patterns, resulting in corresponding different costume pattern languages (Barzen and
Leymann, 2015). They need to be combined and refined to support a costume designer in
detecting appropriate clothes to communicate the intended character. To get from the
abstract solution of a costume pattern to a concrete costume, as stated as the abstraction
gap, the domain of film points to a second problem: a film is a complex artifact where many
various areas come together and influence each other. The setting, the light, the camera
perspective, the film music and the makeup, for example, influence the effect of a costume
and the other way around. These difficult dependencies lead to immense efforts in the
preparation of a film. So, this example shows that isolating pattern languages covering just
one aspect of films from the many other influencing elements leads to a lack of documented
deep expertise on how to originate the desired effects in films. Therefore, the lack of
systematic, easily accessible, and searchable documentation of such dependencies makes
film productions very expensive.
Recapitulating, we can state the following shortcomings in current pattern research: while
patterns aim to provide abstract and general solution knowledge, it is time consuming to
apply them for concrete use cases and the gap of abstraction between patterns and concrete
solutions leads to huge efforts because of the required ad hoc refinements. These issues
open up the research question „How to systematically support, guide, and ease applying
abstract patterns to concrete use cases?“. To answer this question, we argue that pattern
languages have to be augmented by explicit relationships between patterns, which indicate
the semantics that one pattern refines another pattern towards concrete solutions.
The remainder of this paper is structured as following: we discuss related work in Section 2
and identify the lack of support for actual pattern applications in state of the art pattern
research. In Section 3 we introduce a concept to bridge the gap of abstraction in order to
ease the application of patterns for concrete use cases. We show the feasibility of the
presented approach in Section 4 in terms of a case study focusing patterns of the domain of
cloud computing. We sketch a vision for a pattern language of films, which is based on the
presented approach in Section 5. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6 and show open
topics for future work.
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2. Related Work
The presented approach bases on work from decades of pattern research and extends the
state of the art in this discipline by the capability to manage pattern languages align with the
issue on how to efficiently apply patterns considering specific constrains for concrete use
cases at hand. To show how the approach presented in this paper extends the state of the
art, fundamental related work is discussed in the following and shortcomings are identified,
which show the lack of guidance at pattern application.
In his work on pattern languages Alexander (1977) introduces how patterns can be
organized as generative chunks of knowledge that inherently connect reoccurring problems
with proven and for many use cases reusable solutions. However, the main organization
structure of his pattern language is from large-sized things like cities to more fine-grained
things like streets, houses and even parts of houses like rooms and configurations of them.
Besides, he discusses relations to other patterns within each pattern and describes how
patterns are affected from each other and how they solve overall problems in combination.
He shows that patterns are powerful means for solving complex problems once they are
applied in combination. While he provides an approach to connect patterns on different levels
of scale, he lacks guidance on how the presented patterns and, thus, the abstractly provided
solutions can be applied for concrete and specific use cases at hand. Further Alexander
(1979) describes the power of a pattern language to unfold a new whole solution by applying
patterns from a pattern language step by step. Each pattern adds specific new qualities and
properties by adapting the structure of the solution. This follows the principle of piecemeal
growth and shows how pattern languages unfold their generativity. Nevertheless, Alexander
just focusses on how humans can be supported by patterns at the process of creating things
and structures of things but his general pattern approach lacks guidance on how already
realized concrete solutions can be reused – which is indeed one of the major challenges in
the domain of IT reflected by the simplified question on how to develop code so that it can be
reused seamlessly in many different programs.
Zimmer (1994) introduces categories of relationships between patterns of object-oriented
software design (Gamma et al., 1994). In this pattern collection he identifies the relation
categories "X uses Y in its solution", "X is similar to Y" and "X can be combined with Y"
between pairs of patterns. These relationship types are used to organize the pattern
collection of Gamma et al. in order to indicate, which patterns are related to each other,
which ones solve a similar problem but in different valid ways and, finally, which patterns can
be applied together to solve an overall problem in combination. Especially the last
relationship type is used to indicate that several patterns in combination can be used as
larger building blocks to handle design problems, while pattern combinations can
encapsulate combined solutions as more abstract building blocks than just single patterns
do. Nevertheless, he doesn’t provide a means to reflect refinement paths through a collection
of patterns towards concrete use cases and, therefore, towards concrete solutions.
Van Welie and van der Veer (2003) present a methodology to organize patterns into a
pattern language by focusing on the decomposition of coarse-grained patterns to more finegrained ones. The level of granularity is defined by the process of user interface design and
therefore the hierarchy levels are only domain-dependent. Decomposition in the sense of the
presented approach means that high-level respectively coarse-grained design problems are
detailed into smaller design problems. Nevertheless, the decomposition focuses on
describing more fine-grained structures, which can be used to build up more coarse-grained
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ones, i.e., more fine-grained patterns are building blocks from which other patterns can be
built. Thus, the presented decomposition does not consider concrete refinements towards
pattern implementations for concrete use cases at hand.
Salingaros (2000) describes how patterns are formulated on different levels of granularity
align with systems theory. Patterns on more detailed levels act as artifacts, which patterns of
more coarse-grained levels are made of. Thus they do not refine solution concepts of coarsegrained patterns towards concrete implementations but show how details of the abstract
solution can be described as more fine-grained patterns.
Kubo et al. (2007) introduce a metric to determine the abstraction level of patterns in order to
support users to find the most relevant pattern for their problem at hand. Further, besides
"Uses" and "Provides Context" they use "Refines" semantics between patterns to distinguish
the abstraction levels of different patterns, i.e., these semantics are used to specify the
distance between patterns regarding their level of abstraction. Nevertheless, they do not
introduce an approach on how to specify refinement by means of semantic links between
patterns nor they provide a technical implementation in order to make pattern languages
navigable along semantic links to ease the elaboration of concrete realizations of patterns.
Mullet (2002) discusses the organization of patterns within pattern languages by means of
different relationship types. Besides the relationship types "Aggregation", which is used to
indicate "has-a" relationships between patterns and the general "Association" relationship
type, which covers all other non-hierarchical dependencies between patterns, they introduce
the type "Derivation". Derivation corresponds to an "is-a" relationship, and, thus, covers
semantics of pattern specializations. While specialized patterns inherit functional and nonfunctional properties described by the more-general pattern and extend them by new
properties such specializations do not translate abstract solution principles towards concrete
implementations.
Hallstrom and Soundarajan (2009) introduce the concept of design refinement in the ITdomain of object-oriented design and development. They introduce abstraction concepts to
formalize patterns and more specialized sub-patterns. The correctness of software designs
using patterns and sub-patterns as guidelines is provable because pattern requirements and
behavioral guarantees are defined by pattern contracts and subcontracts, respectively.
Considering pattern contracts and subcontracts, design refinement leads to pattern
hierarchies, which lead from abstract and general patterns to more specialized ones.
Nevertheless, specialization in the context of their work leads to variants of solutions in subpatterns, which are related to general solution concepts in an abstract pattern but the actual
refinement towards concrete and specific implementation is not addressed. Further, the
approach is tailored to tackle the problem of correctness of design and software and, thus, is
not formulated and validated to be feasible for patterns in other domains, i.e., the question is
left open if the presented abstraction concepts and contracts are appropriate in general.
Kohls (2011a, 2011b, 2012) provides a detailed discussion on the structure and qualities of
patterns and pattern languages. The key elements of patterns – context, forces, problem,
solution and consequences – are clearly described and translated into the metaphor of a
path. He discusses the qualities of patterns and pattern languages and especially the
concepts of wholeness and gestalt utilizing that metaphor. Patterns are described to capture
knowledge on a mid-level of abstraction, which means that they are instructive enough to
elaborate solutions and, coincidently, are generic enough to be applicable for designing
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solutions for many different specific use cases. However, the work does not discuss how
already existing pattern languages, which are authored on different levels of abstraction can
be linked in order to enable navigation from more abstract patterns to concretized ones in
order to guide the design of solutions in a more specific context.
Noble et al. (2006) discuss patterns from a semiotics point of view. They introduce that
patterns can be grasped as signs and focus on how meaning of patterns and references
between patterns are communicated between recipients. Transferred to the domain of IT
signs connect the intended effects that a programmer wants to realize and the actual
realizations in program code. In their approach they address research problems like how to
identify differences in patterns that are very similar, how to organize pattern variants that lead
conceptually to a similar solution but each having a very distinct gestalt than the others, how
to it can be expressed that one pattern can solve more than one problem depending on the
context, or how relationships between patterns can be carried out that a clear semantics is
achieved. Their work provides a basis for this paper by discussing how one pattern can have
a multitude of concrete implementations. So, Noble et al. provide a communication theorycentric basis applied to the object-oriented design patterns by Gamma et al (1993).
Zimmermann et al. (2009) discuss the modeling on architecture decisions from a problemdriven point of view. They formalize model entities in order to support the decision making
process by clear semantics. Design Issues are the leading modeling elements and can be
refined from abstract issues to more fine-grained ones. Thus, they discuss the concept of
refinement regarding issues in the decision making process for designing application
architectures. Issues in their decision models are closely related to problems and forces that
are solved and balanced by patterns. The presented approach in this paper extends the
concept of refinement of issues to the structure of patterns, which also incorporates the
description of a context and a solution.
The meta pattern language by Meszaros and Doble (1996) guides pattern authors at the
writing process of patterns and pattern languages. They describe Pattern Name, Problem,
Solution, Context and Forces to be mandatory elements of a pattern so that the main idea
carried by a pattern is unambiguously communicated. They further describe optional
elements, which can be elaborated if they are helpful to understand the essence of the
pattern and to provide guidance for the application of a pattern. The elements Examples and
Code Samples closely related to the concept of concrete solutions as presented in this work.
However, they do not discuss a systematic approach on how to support and guide the actual
application of a pattern. They also miss a discussion on how to interrelate existing pattern
languages, especially, for the case that the pattern languages are authored on different
levels of abstraction.

3.

A Concept to Close the Abstraction Gap

In this work, we answer the raised research question by generalizing findings from the
domain of information technology. In this domain, different pattern languages exist, which
capture proven knowledge for different contexts and on different levels of abstraction. For the
sake of comprehensibility, we foster the concept of pattern refinement by a definition of the
term refinement in the next subsection, followed by an explanation on how patterns and
refined patterns can be linked. Finally, this enables to select a collection of patterns from
different levels of abstraction to ease and guide their realization to concrete solutions.
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3.1. A View on Pattern Refinement
The approach presented in this paper is based on refining proven solution knowledge from
abstract patterns towards concrete solutions. In our former work (Falkenthal et al., 2014,
2015), we introduced the term Solution Implementation to circumstantiate a concrete
realization of a solution described in a pattern. For the sake of a better interdisciplinary
understandability, we revise the IT-inspired term implementation and make a rename in the
present work to Concrete Solutions. Consequently, we define a concrete solution to be an
individual, use case-specific realization of the abstract, generic solution principles described
by a pattern.
As described above, the abstraction gap between patterns and concrete solutions often
leads to time consuming efforts when patterns have to be applied to concrete use cases at
hand. However, in the domain of IT, pattern languages exist, which present proven solutions
on different levels of abstraction, i.e., there are pattern languages, which provide technology
agnostic solution principles (Fehling et al., 2014) while other pattern languages tackle similar
topics but describe the solutions considering specific IT environments and technologies
(Amazon Web Services, 2012; Microsoft, 2014). To grasp the terminus refinement in this
constellation, for this discussion we reduce the structure of patterns to a minimal canonical
form consisting of the three parts problem, context and solution. While the problem part
provides information about the problem, which is solved by the pattern, the context part
describes under which circumstances the pattern is applicable and which forces influence the
elaboration of concrete solutions. Finally, the solution part of a pattern describes proven
solution principles in an abstract textual and human readable form. Since the solution part of
a pattern summarizes the essence of a multitude of concrete solutions, i.e., the solution
principles that have proven to be good in practice, this opens a whole solution space of
concrete solutions, which can be constructed. This characteristic is pointed out by the phrase
“…you can use this solution a million times over, without ever doing it the same way twice“
by Alexander (1979). Therefore, we can state that the size of the solution space of a pattern
is directly related to the level of abstraction of the pattern’s solution principles: the more
abstract the documented problem, context, and solution, the more use cases can be solved.
This is because at higher levels of abstraction the number of constraints, which limit the
applicability of a pattern, decreases. Kohls (2012) refers to this as the “abstraction to
emergent qualities”. He points out that more abstract solution descriptions are less instructive

Figure 2: Concretized patterns and solution spaces
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but open up more choices at realizing concrete implementations of a pattern. Vice versa, the
size of the solution space is significantly smaller if a pattern provides solution principles that
are closer to a concrete solution or use case, respectively. This results from implementationspecific knowledge and, thus, implementation-specific constraints that are part of the more
concretized pattern. Nevertheless, this is exactly the kind of knowledge that can be used to
close the abstraction gap towards concrete and use case-specific realizations.
In consequence, pattern refinement means that a pattern’s problem, context, and solution
are getting more specific and precise towards concrete realizations and use cases.
Nevertheless, the core of the problem and the provided solutions remain the same. This is
conceptually depicted in Figure 2, where abstract pattern P1 opens a solution space and the
patterns P2 and P3 refine P1 to more concrete solutions and, thus, open smaller but
concretized solution spaces within the one of P1. Therefore, P1 can be applied to more use
cases than P2 and P3, while they document and provide knowledge about how to realize
solutions for certain concrete use cases at hand.

3.2. The Concept of Refinement Links
If one pattern refines another pattern, this refinement can be documented by a semantic link,
which determines a navigation path from the abstract solution of the former pattern to the
more concretized solution of the latter one. This improves the usability of patterns, which
were authored isolated from each other – especially, if they are part of different pattern
languages. Thereby, formerly isolated knowledge can be connected via explicit refinement
links, which bridge the abstraction gap in order to avoid manual, unguided, and ad hoc
refinements.
This is conceptually depicted in Figure 3, where patterns (Pi) are organized into pattern
languages (Lj). For the sake of simplicity, the depicted layers illustrate that the pattern
languages provide solution knowledge on different levels of abstraction - even though pattern
languages are not necessarily authored and stuck to just one specific abstraction level.

Figure 3: Patterns on different levels of abstraction connected by refinement links
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Refinement links from abstract patterns of the languages L1 and L2 to more concretized
patterns of the languages L’1 and L’2 are illustrated by solid arrows, while dotted arrows
indicate refinements that have to be done manually.
In this scenario, the pattern languages L’1 and L’2 bridge the abstraction gap by providing
concretized solution knowledge to refine the more abstract patterns of L1 and L2 towards
concrete solutions (CS) for use cases at hand. So, a pattern reader can choose pattern P5 of
pattern language L1, which provides a huge solution space and, therefore, only abstract
solution principles. Then, he navigates to P’1 in L’1, which provides more concretized solution
knowledge to elaborate the concrete solution CS2 that is actually the solution of the specific
use case. Nevertheless, it is not obligatory that there is refinement knowledge in the form of
more concretized patterns, as depicted by the missing refinement links between other
patterns. Especially, there is no refinement guidance for pattern language L3 as there are no
concretized patterns that refine the ones in L3.

3.3. Easing Pattern Application by Inter-Pattern Language Solution Graphs
The concept introduced above can be leveraged to ease the application of patterns for
concrete use cases. Patterns are often used in combination to elaborate concrete solutions,
which is supported by references between patterns in different pattern languages. Thus, a
pattern language can be grasped as a graph whose nodes represent patterns and whose
edges represent references between the patterns. So, a reader can select a pattern that
solves a particular part of the problem at hand and then navigate to related patterns, which
provide additional solutions that typically need to be combined to elaborate a proper concrete
solution. Navigating and selecting patterns in this fashion results in a subgraph, which we call
Solution Graph. This concept extends the approach of solution paths by Zdun (2007),
because subgraphs are not limited to represent just sequences of patterns, but also
branching paths within a pattern language.
The concept of solution graphs is specifically important when we extend the expressiveness
of pattern languages by the formerly introduced concept of refinement links in order to enable
the navigation towards concretized solutions, too. As depicted in Figure 4, references
between patterns enable to navigate within a pattern language of a specific level of
abstraction. We call this kind of navigation horizontal navigation, since navigation remains on
the same level of abstraction. Refinement links also support to navigate towards concretized
patterns in other languages, which provide refined solution knowledge. This kind of
navigation is called vertical navigation, since it targets towards concretized solutions.
Therefore, horizontal navigation enables to unfold the power of pattern languages to create a
“new whole out of incoherent pieces” as Alexander (1964) points out. This means, the
abstract patterns allow for designing a new solution conceptually, whereby each pattern adds
particular new qualities and, therefore, enables piecemeal growth of the solution. On the
other hand, the vertical navigation enables to replace abstract parts of a solution by more
concrete ones towards concrete solution artifacts. Thus, the wholeness of the abstractly
designed solution and its gestalt is concretized towards an overall concrete solution, which
itself is a new whole.
Given the situation that P5 of pattern language L1, P1 of L3, and P1 of L2 are selected by a
reader to solve his problem at hand, he can also navigate to the more concretized patterns
P’1 of L’1 and P’’4 of L’2 to be guided towards concrete solutions. The selected patterns are
part of the solution graph indicated by the surrounding area in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Solution graph spanning multiple pattern languages
Since the refined patterns P’1 of L’1 and P’’4 of L’2 are part of the solution graph, this example
shows that following refinement links leads to solution graphs that span several pattern
languages on different levels of abstraction. Thus, besides the combination of patterns on the
same level of abstraction, also refinement of abstract patterns towards concretized ones,
and, therefore, more concretized solutions, is represented by the depicted solution graph.
Nevertheless, Figure 4 shows that refinement knowledge is not necessarily available for
each pattern of a pattern language, which is indicated by the fact that there is no refinement
link, e.g., from P1 of L3 to a concretized pattern. This means that the solution principles
provided by this pattern have to be manually and ad hoc refined to elaborate a concrete
solution. But since refinement links are available to navigation from the other two abstract
patterns of the solution graph to concretized solutions, the application of the patterns within
the solution graph is at least partly guided and eased.

4. Case Study: Cloud Computing Pattern Refinement
We discovered the above presented concepts of pattern refinement and refinement links by
investigating pattern languages in the IT-domain of cloud computing. There, the pattern
language of Fehling et al. (2014) describes problems and solutions in an abstract, cloud
provider- and technology-independent manner. Besides these patterns, the cloud providers
Amazon Web Services (2012) and Microsoft (2014) developed their own pattern languages
that focus on realizing applications in their concrete cloud environments. Their languages
are, therefore, more concrete in contrast to Fehling’s abstract pattern language: indeed, they
describe similar problems, contexts, and solutions, but on a significantly more detailed level
with respect to their proprietary offerings in order to bind customers. Thereby, the ability to
reuse these patterns is decreased in comparison to the patterns of Fehling et al. (2014)
because the contexts and solutions of these patterns are concretized to the technical
circumstances of the respective cloud environments. This reveals that these provider-specific
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patterns are not applicable for developing applications for other cloud environments.
However, they capture knowledge to realize abstract patterns of Fehling et al. in the
environments of Amazon Web Services and Microsoft. Thus, this scenario provides an
interesting example of pattern languages on different levels of abstraction, which may be
linked to ease applying an abstract pattern by a stepwise refinement via other pattern
languages towards concrete solutions.
In total, we discovered 16 patterns in the pattern languages of Amazon Web Services and
Microsoft that provide guidance for translating the abstract solution concepts of Fehling et
al. (2014) into technological building blocks (and combinations of these) within the respective
cloud environment. In Figure 5, we illustrate this exemplarily by the four patterns: Elastic
Load Balancer (ELB) and Stateless Component (SC) from the pattern language of Fehling et
al. (2014) as well as Scale Out Pattern (SO) and State Sharing Pattern (SSh) from the
respective pattern language of Amazon Web Services (2012).
The patterns ELB and SO tackle the problem on how the number of application components
can be dynamically provisioned and also decommissioned to process changing workloads.
This means that, based on measured workloads, new instances of an application component
are launched in order to spread and balance high workloads among them. Besides,
instances can also be stopped and terminated in situations of low workloads. This behavior is
called elastic scaling in the terminology of cloud computing. The abstract pattern ELB
describes these principles technology-agnostic and does not provide a solution with respect

Figure 5: Cloud computing patterns on different levels of abstraction
connected by refinement links
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to specific cloud offerings like those of Amazon Web Services or Microsoft. On the other
hand, SO refines the general solution concepts of ELB into terms of the Amazon Web
Services Cloud Offering.
The SC pattern describes how application components should manage state in a cloud
application to ease the above-mentioned scaling functionality and enable failure resiliency.
The session state, which is the state of the interaction with the component, should be
provided with every request to the component. The application state, which is the data
handled by the application, such as a customer database, should be handled outside of the
component. Preferably, this application state is handled in provider-supplied storage
offerings. This ensures that the application components themselves become stateless, thus,
they do not manage an internal state that would have to be synchronized or extracted upon
component instance provisioning and decommissioning, respectively. The SSh pattern
details this concept of stateless components in scope of Amazon Web Services.
Components take the form of virtual servers that rely on key-value stores provided by
Amazon for external state management.
In detail, the refinement of the Elastic Load Balancer (ELB) pattern to the Scale out (SO)
Pattern was identified by analyzing the textual description of both pattern documents for
similarities, which are exemplarily shown in Figure 6. The abstractly described concept of a
Load Balancer – that is the component, which spreads workload across a number of
application instances – in the Elastic Load Balancer pattern on the left, is refined in Scale out
Pattern to the concept of Elastic Load Balancer Service, which is a service in the ecosystem
of Amazon Web Services to spread and balance workload across a number of application
instances. So, the Scale out Pattern provides a concretized solution about how to implement
load balancing at Amazon Web Services. The same applies to the concept of Monitoring
actual workloads in the Elastic Load Balancer pattern. It is refined in Scale out Pattern by the
technological approach of Cloud Watch, which is a service of Amazon Web Services that
provides capabilities to monitor actual workloads. Finally, the abstract Elastic Load Balancer
pattern describes an Elastic Infrastructure, which provides functionality to automatically
provision and decommission instances of application components.
In the Scale out Pattern, this concept is refined by the description on how EC2 (service to
provision compute resources within the Amazon cloud), the Auto Scaling service (service to
configure automatic elastic scaling) and AMIs (Amazon Machine Images, that contain the
actual application components), have to be combined in order to elicit elastic scaling in the
cloud environment of Amazon.

Figure 6: Corresponding concepts in the ELB Pattern and the SO Pattern
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To enable navigation from the abstract pattern Elastic Load Balancer towards the
concretized pattern Scale out Pattern, we implemented a refinement link between these
patterns in our pattern repository PatternPedia (Fehling et al., 2015). There, we collected the
abstract cloud computing patterns of Fehling et al. (2014) and also the more concrete
patterns of Amazon Web Services (2012). The result is depicted exemplarily in Figure 7,
where Elastic Load Balancer is shown as a wiki page within PatternPedia. On the right, all
links to other patterns are listed within the groups “Related To”, “Consider Next”, “In Context
Of” and “Refined By”. Thus, the refinement link to Scale out Pattern is listed under “Refined
By”, which indicates the specific refinement semantics of the link. Technically, these links are
implemented by the Semantic MediaWiki (2015) technology, which provides means to define
semantic links in PatternPedia.
Since patterns are stored as wiki pages, which are build upon the concept of web pages,
refinement links are implemented using the technologies of the semantic web – RDFSchema (W3C, 2014) and RDF (W3C, 2014a). Via RDF-Schema, patterns can be defined as
typed pattern resources and refinement links as properties of the type “refinedBy” of these
resources. Using RDF, a refinement link between two patterns can be expressed as a RDF
triple. The abstract pattern is the subject of the RDF triple while the concretized pattern is the
object. Both are identified by unique URIs that correspond to the URLs of the wiki pages of
the respective pattern. Conceptually, the refinement link is the predicate of the RDF triple,
which indicates the relation between subject and object. It is represented as a property of the
type “refinedBy”, which is part of the subject pattern and contains a reference to the
concretized pattern identified by its URI. Since this URI corresponds to the URL of the wiki
page of the concretized pattern, the “refinedBy” relation can be rendered by Semantic
MediaWiki (2015) as a hyperlink, which is indicated in Figure 7. Thus, the creation of

Figure 7: Refinement link from Elastic Load Balancer
to Scale out Pattern in PatternPedia
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semantic links between patterns is fully supported by Semantic MediaWiki (2015), and,
therefore, shows exemplarily how the above introduced concept of refinement links is
implemented in PatternPedia.

5. Vision: Towards a Pattern Language for Films based on
Costumes, Setting, and Music in Films
To prove the generality of our approach and our method, we present how it can be applied to
a domain totally different from cloud computing: the domain of films. Because a film is a
complex artifact, whose expressional power arise from many diverse areas like the sound
and music, the setting, the light, the costumes, the camera perspective and many more,
capturing of knowledge about how films reach an effect on a recipient is a difficult task.
Because each of these areas focuses on rather diverse subjects, actions and topics, it is
challenging to describe their core issues in a uniform manner that allows comparison and
combination of this knowledge. Therefore, the concept of patterns gives a powerful means to
identify the relevant parameters, to capture this knowledge, and to store it in a reusable way
for others working on films.
The costume pattern language of Schumm et al. (2012) gives an example on how patterns
can extract and store the knowledge provided by concrete films, especially for the domain of
costumes. The costume pattern language aims at capturing the established conventions in
terms of an abstract solution about how, for example, stereotype clothes are used to
communicate a certain character to the audience.

Figure 8: Costume patterns on different levels of abstraction
connected by refinement links
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When taking a closer look at the Wild West Sheriff Pattern introduced by Schumm et
al. (2012), it becomes obvious that the concept of refinement links towards a concrete
costume solution is also applicable and valuable in the domain of films. As depicted in Figure
8, there are also different levels of abstraction in the various costume pattern languages in
the domain of costume in films. On the highest level the Costume Pattern Language is
located, containing the highly abstract costume patterns like Sheriff Pattern or Outlaw
Pattern. But, because each film genre has its own Costume Pattern Language (as assumed
in Barzen and Leymann (2015)), there are quite different Sheriff Patterns in the genrespecific pattern languages. The genre-specific pattern languages like the Western Costume
Pattern Language or the Science Fiction Costume Pattern Language are less abstract than
the Costume Pattern Language and are, therefore, located at the second level. The Sheriff
Pattern, thus, can be refined by the Wild West Sheriff Pattern from the Western Costume
Pattern Language or the Science Fiction Sheriff Pattern from the Science Fiction Costume
Pattern Language if needed, as indicated by the refinement links in Figure 8. This simplifies
the navigation to a suitable concrete solution in terms of a real costume someone wears in a
film: The Sheriff Pattern refined by the Wild West Sheriff Pattern can be refined a second
time to the concrete solution. This could be, for example, by refining the Wild West Sheriff
Pattern to the concrete solution of Marshal Will Kane (Gary Cooper) in the Film High Noon
(1952, Director: Fred Zinnemann) or by refining the Science Fiction Cowboy Pattern to Jake
Lonergan (Daniel Craig) in the film Cowboys & Aliens (2011, Director: Jon Favreau). Using
refinement links to navigate through different pattern languages closes the abstraction gap
between a very high level and abstract solution to a concrete solution to support, for
example, a costume designer to find the right costumes for a certain character.
But, as stated above, a film is a complex artifact, whose expressional power arises through
many diverse areas, and the costume area is just one of them. Even more, the expressional
power arises through the interaction of these diverse areas, which requires to not only
capture the knowledge of a single area, but of many of them as well as their dependencies.
For example, a red dress worn in a blue room has a signaling effect, while a character
wearing a blue dress in a blue room rather disappears and has a totally different effect than
the red dress. The same is true for combining, for example, a forest setting with different
music. The effect of the forest can range from seeming a rather safe place to being a very
dangerous place according to the music. Therefore, in our vision the diverse pattern
languages need to be combined, not only by refinement, but also in dependencies to each
other. Therefore, we plan to store all these pattern languages in PatternPedia (Fehling et al.,
2014) in order to enable semantic links between patterns from the respective areas.
Especially investigating refinements of combinations of these patterns, and representing
them in PatternPedia seems to be a promising means to support and ease pattern
application from different areas in the domain of films.

6. Conclusion & Future Work
In the present work we introduced the concept of pattern refinement that eases pattern
application. Therefore, we showed how pattern languages on different levels of abstraction
can be interrelated by refinement links and, thus, navigation from abstract patterns towards
concretized solutions is enabled. We further extended the concept of solution paths within
pattern languages to solution graphs, which represent a selection of patterns from different
pattern languages, also including refined patterns for solving problems at hand. Based on
these concepts, we finally sketched a vision of a pattern language for films, which inherently
connects solution knowledge from different disciplines in the domain of films.
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To realize our vision, we have to do follow up research on how combination of patterns from
different pattern languages can be supported. We also work on a more detailed description
of the concept of pattern refinement, especially, in respect to situations where the application
of a combination of more specific patterns provide a refinement of an abstract pattern. We
are also going to further develop our pattern repository PatternPedia to support the selection
of concrete solutions from patterns in an unelaborate way. To approach the vision of a
pattern language of films that combines the different art domains and their dependencies, we
started to work (in addition to our continuing work on costume patters) on music patterns and
are currently developing the basic taxonomies to capture music in its relevant parameters.
We also started working on a pattern language for film settings that is based on the tool
setscene (HZO Film & Medien, 2014), which already provides numbers of concrete solutions
of film settings. We also plan to interweave the pattern languages of different areas of the
domain of films and support their application by semantic links within PatternPedia.
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